PRESS RELEASE
GPB RECORDED 23 PERCENT HIGHER QUARTER SALES YoY

New company strategic plan drives sales and expands LTE business
Key Highlights of Green Packet Berhad Performance:
Solutions business pillar and Communications business pillar
registered 23% higher quarter sales YoY
• Solutions pillar - The group is making a successful transition into LTE
business and it currently takes up 60% of total device orders
• Communications pillar – Contributed to 20% of the quarter sales YoY
increase
•

KUALA LUMPUR, 28 MAY 2015: Green Packet Berhad (GPB) achieved a
total revenue of MYR73.8 million with 23% YoY growth in Solutions business
pillar and Communications business pillar for the quarter ended 31 March
2015.
Chief Executive Officer, Kay Tan said “by going back to our roots – software
solutions and communication businesses – I am glad to announce that GPB
has achieved a steady growth.”
The group’s current customer base for Solutions business consists of global
clients whereby 51% hail from Asia, 22% from Latin America, 20% from
Africa, with the rest from Europe, Oceania, and the USA. Moving forward,
GPB will continue to invest in key growth areas and concentrate resources
into the development of potential markets including Europe, the USA and
Middle East.

The company also reached an important milestone as part of its 2015
marketing goal early this year, where the group successfully positioned LTE
as its primary main business focus with 60% of total device orders from the
LTE category, 40% from WiMAX and other solutions.
The company has 21 LTE clients with 53 on trial, an improvement from the
previous quarter when it had 17 clients and 46 on trial. “The projected figure
of LTE networks in commercial service in the world is 350, according to GSA
(Global mobile Suppliers Association). This means that there is a lot more
potential clients out there and we still have room to grow,” Kay added.
‘Our showcase at the Mobile World Congress, Barcelona and LTE World
Conference, Latin America has greatly solidified our network and exposures.
Response has been favourable resulting in strong leads and we are very
positive on each market’s potential at the moment,’ said Kay Tan.
Meanwhile, the solutions pillar experienced a stable performance of MYR25.3
million representing 29% YoY compared to end-March 2014. Whereas the
communications pillar recorded MYR48.5 million, 20% YoY higher compared
to end-March 2014.

Forward Looking Statements
This news release may contain forward looking statements by Green Packet
Berhad that reflect management’s current expectation, beliefs, hopes,
intentions or strategies regarding the future and assumptions in light of
currently available information. These statements are subject to a number of
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or
achievements to differ materially from those discussed in the forward
looking statements. Such statements are not and should not be construed
as a representation as to the future performance or achievements of Green

Packet Berhad and Green Packet Berhad assumes no obligation to update
any such statements.

About Green Packet Berhad
Listed on the Main Board of the Malaysian Bourse, Green Packet Berhad
(“The Group”) has an international presence in over 70 countries and is a
global leading architect of connectivity for fixed and mobile wireless
networks. Throughout the past 15 years, Green Packet has created many
firsts in the industry, including the world’s first Multi Mode LTE and WiMAX
Modems that allows users to experience the best 4G-connection on a single
device, anytime, anywhere. Operates under two main business pillars –
Solutions and Communications, it enables communications regardless of
border and distance, delivers best-of-class connectivity solutions via
advanced technologies and quality devices for a connected lifestyle.
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